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What do you remember about the library tutorial videos you watched as part
of LIB100?
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Devices/ equipment and Tutoring/ Writing Center were each mentioned in 6 responses.

What do you remember about the library tutorial videos you watched as part
of LIB100?

What do you remember about the library tutorial videos you watched as part
of LIB100?

Almost 17% responded
“very little” or “nothing”
(or mentioned something not covered
in the library segment)

“I thought I would never have to use that feature of searching for journals
about a certain topic despite the fact that the videos said I would.
I have actually needed to refer back to those videos as a reference on how
to look for an article on Blood Donation for my persuasive speech for
COMM 150.”

How have you used the Clemson Libraries this semester?
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9.5% had also used the library in another way, such as for study rooms/ group
study, printer/ photocopier/ computer, and Java City/ coffee.
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How would you describe your ideal library introduction experience?
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How would you like to get information or help from Clemson Libraries?
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How would you like to get information or help from Clemson Libraries?
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Which do you think would be the most effective way to show us what you
learned from library orientation?
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Potential changes & their effects on interest in library orientation
(higher numbers indicate stronger positive interest)
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Is there anything we missed that you wish were covered in library orientation?

Top 5 suggestions on how to improve the library introduction experience
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Include library tour

More interactive/ hands-on
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More fun/ entertaining/
interesting

Visual aids for navigation/
finding

Selected comments related to the top 5 suggestions

“Before classes started my first semester, some friends and I wandered around the
library to get a better idea of where things were but it felt awkward and like we were
being suspicious. Anything to change that feeling would be nice.”

“It would be best […] over the summer when there aren't a
lot of people in the library and the tours aren't distracting.”

“Use more visual aides. When
you get in there it's less about
knowing what's offered and more
about knowing where to go and
not wondering around like an
idiot.”

“I would definitely
try to engage the
students more in
person.”

“Give incentive instead of ‘Do this or fail LIB
100’. […] It would be more helpful to be able to
have the information (videos) online where you
can watch when you need them, not watch
them when you don't need them and forget.
We have so much to do, let us do it when we
need it or make it fun.”

Other suggestions & comments
“Give viewers the option to go more indepth [sic] into the resources if that pertains
to them but otherwise it should be a broad overview of what is offered.”

“Have professors choose skills or resources they would like students to have or
know. Specialize a learning course or video for each major/department based on
what the professors choose.”

“I really think more recognition
of the need of the library to
students would help better
explain it's [sic] importance.”

“Broadcast opportunities more.”

“I would also try to deliberately relate it to
things that many students find they need in
their first semester at college. For instance
most people have to take english 103 so I
would say something about how the library
could help you in that class (writing center,
research for the research paper).”

“[Make it interesting] with a lot of Clemson related things.”

